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 [Lesley]  
Every holiday I vow to be ready! I make my list, I determine groceries, menus, cleaning 
schedules, plans for attending services, and sign up to volunteer for ritual clean up… and pretty 
much every holiday my best laid plans are just that. We have spent holidays with family in 
Chicago, with friends in Madison, at services with all of you, and at times in the hospital or at 
home curled up in ball sick with Crohn's flares. No matter what, once Rosh Hashanah begins, 
my lists no longer matter, it is what it is and I am where I am.   

[Kris]  
I’ve learned over time to go with the flow, to practice staying in the moment. I shift gears. And 
in doing so I open myself up to new beginnings. New beginnings are not just about fresh starts, 
though they are nice... new beginnings offer an opportunity to move forward and recognize the 
multiple truths about how we perceive setbacks: the paradox of what is painful as well as what 
is good and positive. I believe that flexibility guides us through change. This year, this couldn’t 
be more true-- after 13 years together, we are beginning something new. 

[Lesley]  
Family planning comes with its own set of lists and paths further complicated by expectations 
of biological clocks, gender roles, and in my case losing my uterus during prime childbearing 
years. Our lists look a little different than our peer group: it's about paper work (so much 
paperwork!), and agency fees, and lawyer fees, profiles and fundraisers. And we aren't reading 
What to Expect When You're Expecting, instead we completed 18 credit hours of education 
required by the State so that we can adopt a child. And when our agency moved our timeline 
up, we moved with it. 

[Kris]  
In half the time we anticipated, we find ourselves today at this vulnerable point… the hard part 
is here: we wait. This new beginning is inherently tied with flexibility. It could be tomorrow, it 
could be 9 months (like our pregnant friends), or it could be longer. This waiting comes with an 
opportunity to find our own version of nesting; Lesley reorganized the kitchen, went through 
the closets, and we’ve created many baby-related Pinterest boards. Time also provides an 
opportunity for introspection-- for grieving the child we never gave birth to and for getting 
excited; considering what kind of parents we want to be. What aspects of ourselves will we 
lovingly pass on to our child? And what will we continue to work on? 

[Lesley]  
The trick for us is to not lose ourselves in what could have been and instead to be nimble and 
embrace what is and what will be. On this erev of Yom Kippur, we find ourselves so thankful for 
all that we have; to be waiting with excitement and anticipation, so blessed to have each other, 
to have supportive family and community on this journey, and to have so many beautiful and 
unique moments that shape our unique and beautiful story. L’shanah tovah! Gut yontif!   



 


